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Abstract A novel 6-ethoxy chromone-3-carbaldehyde
benzoyl hydrazone (L) and its Ln(III) complexes, [Ln=
Sm (1), Eu (2), Gd (3), Tb (4)], have been synthesized and
characterized. The fluorescence properties of the Eu(III)
and Sm(III) complexes in solid state and Eu(III) complex in
different solutions (DMF, DMSO, methanol and acetonitrile)
were investigated. At the same time, the DNA-binding
properties of the two complexes are investigated using UV-
Vis absorption spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy,
viscosity measurement. All the experimental evidences
indicate that the two complexes can bind to CT-DNA via
an intercalation mechanism. Furthermore, antioxidant activ-
ity tests in vitro showed that the complexes have significant
antioxidative activity against hydroxyl free radicals from the
Fenton reaction.

Keywords 6-Ethoxy chromone-3-carbaldehyde benzoyl
hydrazone . Rare earth complexes . DNA binding

Abbreviations
CT-DNA calf thymus DNA
DMF N, N-dimethylformamide
DMSO Dimethylsulphoxide
L 6-ethoxy chromone-3-carbaldehyde-

(4′-hydroxy) benzoyl hydrazone
Tris Tris (hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
UV-Vis Ultraviolet and visible

Introduction

There has been considerable interest in the binding studies
of small molecules to DNA. A more complete understand-
ing of how to target DNA site would be valuable in the
rational design of sequence-specific DNA binding mole-
cules of application in chemotherapy and highly sensitive
DNA probe [1–3]. Given the structural flexibility and
variable dimensionality, transition-metal complexes play a
key role in the development of new bound complex at a
DNA site in recent years [4–10]. As both spectroscopic tags
and functional models for the active centers, these complexes
have been broadly used as foot-printing agents of both
proteins and DNA. It was reported that the complexes’
intercalating ability may be varied from the coordination
geometry, which are attributed to the metal ion type and its
valence, and the ligand donor atom type [11–16]. Biological
activity and also numbers of other applications resulted in
strongly increasing interest for rare earth in the last decade
[17–20]. One of the most studied applications is the usage
of the rare earth complexes to address DNA/RNA by non-
covalent binding and/or cleavage [21, 22].

Currently, due to their high antitumor activity and low
toxicity, natural products are being paid attention. Chro-
mones are ubiquitous in nature especially in plants [23].
These natural products are potentially antibacterial, anti-
cancer, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antiallergenic
agents since they stimulate or inhibit a wide variety of
enzyme systems as pharmacological agents [24, 25]. Our
previous work showed that the rare earth complexes of
chromone hydrazone ligands have certain antioxidant and
cytotoxic activity, and can bind to CT-DNA by intercalation
[26–29], and the substitute position in the ligand can affect
the binding ability of the complexes with DNA. Based on
these, it occurred us further design different substitute
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ligand to study how different substitute affects the binding
ability of complexes with DNA.

Here, we synthesized a novel chromone derivatives
hydrazone ligand (6-ethoxy chromone-3-carbaldehyde
benzoyl hydrazone) and its rare earth complexes. We also
explored the interactions of Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes
with DNA using spectroscopic and hydrodynamic methods.
The results should be extremely useful for understanding
the mode of the complex with DNA as well as laying a
foundation for the rational design of novel, powerful
agents for probing and targeting nucleic acids. This study
will be very helpful to examine the DNA conformation
and structure.

Experimental

Chemicals

Acetic anhydride, hydroquinone were produced in China.
All other chemicals used were of analytical grade and
purchased from commercial vendors. The Ln(III) nitrates
were derived from their oxide (99.9%) acquired from Nong
Hua (PRC).

DNA sample

Calf thymus DNA (CT-DNA) was obtained from Sigma,
UV-Vis spectrometer was employed to check DNA purity
1.8–1.9:1 and concentration (ε=6,600 M−1 cm−1 at 260 nm)
[30, 31]. All the experiments involving interaction of the
metal complexes with DNA were carried out in doubly
distilled water buffer containing 5 mM Tris and 50 mM
NaCl, and adjusted to pH7.2 with hydrochloric acid.

Physical measurements

The metal ions were determined by EDTA titration using
xylenol orange as an indicator. Carbon, nitrogen and
hydrogen analyses were determined using a Vario EL

analyzer. Molar conductivity measurements were carried
out with a DDS-11C type conductivity bridge using 1.0×1
0−3 mol /L solutions in methanol at 25 . IR spectra were
recorded on a Therrno Mattson FT-IR instrument using KBr
discs in the 4,000–400 cm−1 region. The UV-visible spectra
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-35 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer. 1H NMR spectrum was measured on a
Varian Mercury 200-MHz spectrometer in solution with
TMS as internal standard. Electrospray ionization (ESI)
mass spectrometry was recorded on APEX II FT-ICR MS
using methanol as mobile phase. Fluorescence spectra were
obtained on a Shimadzu RF-5301 spectrophotometer at
room temperature. The melting points of the compounds
were determined on a XT4-100x microscopic melting point
apparatus (Beijing, China). The UV-Vis absorption of
antioxidative activity experiment was performed in phos-
phate buffer with a 721-E spectrophotometer (Shanghai,
China)

Synthesis of the ligand L

The organic compounds 1–3 (Fig. 1) were prepared
according to the literature [32].

The organic compound 4: A mixture of 3 (7.60 g,
50 mmol), 60 mmol of the proper alkyl halide, (10.46 g,
75.8 mmol) of anhyd K2CO3 and acetone (220 ml) was
heated at reflux for 2–3 d, with stirring. The mixture was
filtered off, washed with acetone and the brown filtrate
was concentrated to a solid. The solid was chromato-
graphed on a silica gel column, eluting with acetate—
petroleum ether (1: 20) to give, after removal of solvents
from the eluate collected, the nearly pure yellow crystals
of compound 4 Yield: 70%. Mp: 50 ( [33] mp 52 ).
Elemental analysis: C10H12O43 Calcd: C, 66.65; H,6.71.
Found: C, 66.60; H,6.80. 1H NMR (CDCl3-d1, 200 MHz):
8.63(1H, s, 2-H), 8.86 (1H, s, CH=N), 7.94–7.41 (8H, m,
PhH, 5, 7, 8-H), 4.15 (2H, q, CH2), 1.37 (3H, t, CH3). IR
(KBr pellet, cm−1): νC=O (ketone): 1,643.

The organic compound 5 (Fig. 1): Compound 4 (3.60 g,
20 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (40 ml), the mixture was
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Fig. 1 Synthesis scheme of the
ligand
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added POCl3 (20 ml), at 0 . Then the solution was stirred at
room temperature overnight. The solution was allowed to
stir at 100 for 1 h. The mixture was added to ice water
yielding a precipitate, which was filtered off, washed with
water and dried. Then the solid was chromatographer on a
silica gel column, eluting with ethyl acetate-petroleum ether
(1:30) to give, after removal of solvents from the eluate
collected, the nearly pure yellow compound 5 .Yield: 60%.
Mp: 134–135°C. Elemental analysis: C12H10O4 Calcd: C,
66.05; H, 4.62. Found: C, 66.60; H, 4.70. 1H NMR
(CDCl3-d1, 200 MHz):δ10.41(1H, s, CHO), 8.53 (1H, s,
2-H), 7.64–7.33 (3H, m, 5, 7, 8-H), 4.16 (2H, q, CH2), 1.47
(3H, t, CH3). IR (KBr pellet, cm−1): νC=O (aldehyde) : 1,700,
ν C=O (ketone):1,640.

The ligand L (Fig. 1) was synthesized as follows. An
ethanol solution containing benzoyl hydrazone (1.36 g,
10 mmol) was added dropwise to another ethanol solution
containing 5 (2.31 g, 10 mmol). The mixture was stirred
for 1 h at room temperature yielding a precipitate, which
was filtered off, washed with ethanol and dried in a
vacuum. The solid was recrystallised from ethanol to yield
a yellow solid and then dried. Yield: 80%. Mp: 159 °C.
Elemental analysis: C19H16N2O4 Calcd: C, 67.85; H, 4.79,
N, 8.33. Found: C, 67.80; H, 4.85; N, 8.27. ESI-MS
[CH3OH, m/z]: [M+H]+: 337.1194, calcd: 337.1188. 1H
NMR (DMSO-d6, 200 MHz):δ11.93 (1H, s, NH), 8.63
(1H, s, 2-H), 8.81 (1H, s, CH=N), 7.94–7.41 (8H, m,
PhH, 5, 7, 8-H), 4.16 (2H, q, CH2), 1.37 (3H, t, CH3). IR
(KBr pellet, cm−1) : νC=O(carbonyl): 1,650, νC=O(hydrazonic):
1,626, νC=N: 1,602. UV-vis (methanol):lmax (nm)=213,
237, 287, 321.

Synthesis of the Ln(III) complexes

The ligand (L) (0.1 mmol) was dissolved in ethanol (15 ml)
at 70°C. To this solutionwas added dropwise Ln(NO3)3·6H2O
(Ln=Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb) (0.05 mmol). After stirring for 1 h at
70°C, the precipitate was separated from the solution by
suction filtration, purified by washing several times with
ethanol and dried for 24 h in a vacuum. The yields were in
the range of 50–60 %.

UV-Vis absorption titration

Absorption titration experiment was performed by main-
taining the metal complex concentration constant (5μM)
and gradually increasing the concentration of nucleic acid.
The compounds were dissolved in a mixed solvent of 0.5%
CH3OH and 99.5% Tris-HCl buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl,
50 mM NaCl, pH 7.2). The reference solution was the
corresponding Tris-HCl buffer solution. While measuring
the absorption spectra, equal amount of DNA was added to
both compound solution and the reference solution to

eliminate the absorbance of DNA itself. Each sample
solution was scanned in the range 190–400 nm.

Fluorescence titration

To compare quantitatively the affinity of the compound
bound to DNA, the intrinsic binding constants Kb of the
two compounds binding to DNA were obtained by the
fluorescence titration method. The samples were excited at
their corresponding isosbestic points. All the measurements
were made at room temperature with 5 nm for both
entrance and exit slit. Fixed amounts of the compound
(5μM) were titrated with increasing amounts of DNA, over
a range of DNA concentrations from 2μM to 26μM. An
excitation wavelength of 326 nm was used, and total
fluorescence emission intensity was monitored at 438 nm
for Eu(III) complex and 435 nm for Sm(III) complex.

Viscosity measurements

Viscosity experiments were carried out on a Ubbelohde
viscometer, immersed in a thermostatic water bath main-
tained at 25.0±0.1 . DNA concentration was kept constant
(5μM) and gradually increased the concentration of tested
compound. Flow time was measured with a stopwatch.
Each sample was measured three times and an average flow
time was calculated.

Hydroxyl radical scavenging activity

The hydroxyl radical in aqueous media was generated
through the Fenton reaction [34]. Solution of the compound
to be tested was prepared in DMF (1×10−3 M). 5 ml assay
mixture contained following reagents: phosphate buffer
(0.15 mM, pH=7.4), safranin (0.1 mM), EDTA-Fe(II)
(1 mM), H2O2 (88 mM), the tested compound (1, 2, 3, 4
and 5μM). The tested samples were allowed to react for
1 h at a constant 37.0°C in a water bath after which the
absorbance was measured at 520 nm against a blank. All
the tests were run in triplicate and expressed as the mean±
standard deviation (SD).

Results and discussion

Characterization of complexes

The complexes were prepared by direct reaction of ligand
with the appropriate mole ratios of Ln(III) nitrate in
ethanol. The yields were good to moderate. Analytical data
for the complexes, presented in Table 1, conform to Ln
(L)2(NO3)3·2H2O (Ln=Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb). The four metal
complexes are air stable for extended at least six months
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and soluble in methanol, DMSO and DMF; slightly soluble
in ethanol and chloroform; insoluble in benzene, water and
diethyl ether. The molar conductivity values of the com-
plexes in methanol are in the range of 100–121 scm2mol−1,
indicating that the complexes are 1:1 electrolytes [35]. The
mass spectrum of Eu(III) complex shows peaks at m/z of
823.1279, (calcd: 823.1276), 412.0697 (calcd: 412.0677),
which can be assigned to the ion pair {[EuL2·(NO3)2·NO3]-
3NO3-2H}

+, {[EuL2·(NO3)2·NO3] -3NO3-H}
2+, respectively.

IR spectra

On the basis of the similar IR spectra of the complexes
(Table 2), it may be assumed that all of them have similar
coordination structures. The ν(C=O) (carbonyl) and ν (C=O)

(hydrazonic) vibrations of the free ligand are at 1,650 and
1,626 cm−1, respectively; for the complexes these peaks
shift to 1,633 and 1,611 cm−1, △ν(ligand-complex ) is equal to
17 and 15 cm−1. The band at 577 cm−1 is assigned to ν
(M-O). These shifts and the new band demonstrate that the
oxygen of carbonyl has formed a coordinative bond with
the rare earth ions [36]. The band at 1,602 cm−1 for the free
ligand is assigned to the ν (C=N) stretch, which shifts to
1,574 cm−1 for its complex. Weak bands at 427 cm−1 are
assigned to ν (M-N). These shifts and the new band further
confirm that the nitrogen of the imino-group bonds to the
rare earth ions [37]. For all complexes, bands at 1,384 cm−1

in the spectra of complexes indicate that free nitrate groups
(D3h) exist [38]. Additionally, the two intense absorption
bands in the spectra associated with the asymmetric
stretching appear in the range of 1,325–1,327 cm−1 (ν4)
and 1,487–1,489 cm−1 (ν1), clearly establishing that there
are some coordinated NO3

-groups (C2v) in the complexes
[39]. The differences between the two bands lie in 160–

162 cm−1, suggesting that the coordinated nitrate groups in
the complexes are bidentate [40]. In addition, broad bands
at 3,219 cm−1 indicate that water molecules are existent in
the complexes [40], in agreement with the results of the
elemental analysis.

According to the data of the elemental analyses, molar
conductivity, IR spectra and mass spectra of Eu(III)
complex, as well as the similar structure previously reported
[26], the composition of the complexes can be inferred: [Ln
(L)2(NO3)2]NO3·2H2O (Ln=Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb).

Fluorescence spectra

Fluorescence arises from the presence of ligand-to-metal
energy transfer [41]. The ability of transfer energy from
ligand to metal is important in the design of lanthanide
supramolecular photonic devices [42, 43]. The emission
spectrum of the Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes in solid state
is shown in Fig. 2a, b. The Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes
show the strong red fluorescence in solid state, the spectra
data are shown in Table 3. This indicates that the ligand L is
a good organic chelator to absorb and transfer energy to
lanthanide ions. However, the Tb(III) complexes only
exhibit the free ligand band emission, which indicates that
the energy would not be transferred efficiently between the
ligand triplet level and the resonance levels of the Tb(III)
ions.

The influences of several solvents on the fluorescence
intensity of the Eu(III) complex was investigated (Fig. 3).
From the emission spectrum data of complex in solid state
(Table 3), it can be seen that the intensity of 5D0→

7F2
transition is stronger than that of 5D0→

7F1, and the most
intensity ratio value η=5D0→

7F2 /
5D0→

7F1 is 2.84. How-
ever, from Table 4, the values for (5D0→

7F2 / 5D0→
7F1)

Table 1 Analytical and molar conductance data for the complexes

Complexes C% found (calc.) H% found (calc.) N% found (calc.) Ln% found (calc.) aΛm (scm2 mol−1)

1 43.74(43.67) 3.60(3.47) 9.27(9.38) 14.65(14.39) 121.4

2 43.41(43.30) 3.52(3.47) 9.32(9.37) 14. 85(14.52) 99.8

3 43.27(43.39) 3.44(3.45) 9.27(9.32) 15.25(14.95) 116.8

4 43.13(43.32) 3.53(3.44) 9.311(9.31) 15.50(15.08) 119.5

aMeasured in methanol (10−3 mol·L−1 ).

Compounds ν (C=O) ν(C=O) ν(C=N) ν0 (NO3) ν1 (NO3) ν4 (NO3) ν1–ν4 (NO3)

L 1,626 1,650 1,602

1 1,611 1,634 1,574 1,384 1,487 1,325 162

2 1,611 1,634 1,574 1,384 1,489 1,326 161

3 1,612 1,635 1,574 1,384 1,487 1,327 160

4 1,610 1,635 1,574 1,384 1,487 1,326 161

Table 2 Major IR data of the
free ligand and its complexes
(cm−1)
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are 2.45 (methanol), 2.96 (acetonitrile), 1.83 (DMF) and
0.64 (DMSO). It has been reported that the 5D0→

7F2
transition is an electric dipole transition, which can be
detected as a relatively strong peak only when Eu(III) does

not lie in centrosymmetric ligand field, on the contrary, the
5D0→

7F1 transition is a magnetic dipole transition, and its
intensity becomes the most intensive only when Eu(III) ion
is the centre of ligand field [44]. It also could be seen from
Fig. 4 that in methanol solution the Eu(III) complex has the
strongest luminescence, and then in acetonitrile, DMF and
DMSO solution. We also see that the emission spectra of
the Eu(III) complex exhibit different bands in different
solvents. Interestingly, the complex exhibits five bands in
solid, corresponding to 5D0→

7F0,
5D0→

7F1,
5D0→

7F2,
5D0→

7F3 and 5D0→
7F4 transitions. Comparing to the

fluorescence of solid complex, the 5D0→
7F0,

5D0→
7F3

and 5D0→
7F4 were disappeared in the solvents. This is due

to the coordinating effects of solvents, namely solvate effect
[45]. The influence of solvent on the fluorescence intensi-
ties of the Sm(III) complex was even more apparent. The
fluorescence intensity of the Sm(III) complex in DMF,
DMSO was completely quenched. The data does not appear
in this paper. These phenomena were also seen in other
Eu(III) complexes previously reported [27–29, 46].

Consequently, it can be concluded that the structure of
the Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes change in the above
organic solvents, which leads to the abnormal fluorescence
intensity change. These indicate that solvent molecules
have strong coordination effect, and that the environment
plays an important role in determining the fluorescence
intensity of the complexes [47].

UV-Vis absorption titration

The binding of intercalative drugs to DNA has also been
characterized classically through absorption titrations, fol-
lowing the hypochromism and red shift associated with
binding of the colored complex to the helix [48]. These
spectral characteristics are attributable to a mode of binding
that involves an interaction between an aromatic chromo-
phore and the base pairs of DNA. The magnitudes of the
red shift and the degree of hypochromism are furthermore
commonly found to correlate with the strength of the
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Fig. 2 a The fluorescence emission spectrum of the Eu(III) complex
in solid state at room temperature; b The fluorescence emission
spectrum of the Sm(III) complex in solid state at room temperature

Compounds Slit(nm) lmax(nm) Emission Transition

Ex Em Ex Em intensity

Eu(III) complex 3 3 384 580 9.8 5D0→
7F0

592 137.3 5D0→
7F1

614 389.8 5D0→
7F2

653 3.0 5D0→
7F3

695 4.8 5D0→
7F4

Sm(III) complex 3 3 380 563 24.8 4G5/2→
6H5/2

597 48.8 4G5/2→
6H7/2

640 20.4 4G5/2→
6H9/2

Table 3 Fluorescence data for
Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes
solid
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intercalative interaction [48]. Figure 4a, b show absorption
titration for the Eu(III) and Sm(III) complexes as a function
of DNA addition. In the UV region, the intense absorption
bands with maxima of 202, 288 and 315 nm were attributed
to intraligand Eu(III) complex. The spectra show that
addition of DNA yields hypochromism and red shift in
the three bands. The absorption bands of Eu(III) complex at
202, 288 and 315 nm exhibited hypochromism of about
16.22%, 62.59% and 48.73% , the red shift of about 1, 5
and 2 nm, respectively. For Sm(III) complex the absorption
bands at 202 and 315 nm exhibited hypochromism of
about 11.58 and 67.59%, red shift of about 1 and 2 nm,
respectively.

According to the previous literature [26–29], we can also
find that the UV-visible spectra of other Ln(III) complexes
reported by Wang [26–29] do not differ significantly with
the substitutions on the chromone hydrazone ligand. Base
on the spectral characteristics, we presume that there are
some interactions between the complexes and DNA.

Fluorescence titration

Figures 5 and 6 display a well-behaved titration of the Eu
(III) and Sm(III) complexes with CT-DNA. Increases in
emission are apparent with DNA addition. The results of
the emission titrations suggest that the two compounds get
into a hydrophobic environment inside the DNA and avoid
the quenching effect of solvent water molecules. Moreover,
the similarity in spectroscopic perturbations indicates that
two complexes bind to DNA in a similar fashion. These
phenomena were also seen in other Ln(III) complexes
reported [26–29].

To compare quantitatively the affinity of the compound
bound to DNA, the intrinsic binding constants Kb of the
two compounds based upon these fluorescence titrations
may be made with according Eq. 1 [32]:

Cb ¼ Ct F � F0
� �� ��

Fmax � F0
� � ð1Þ

Where Ct is the total compound concentration; F is the
observed fluorescence emission intensity at a given DNA
concentration; F0 is the intensity in the absence of DNA,
and Fmax is the fluorescence of the totally bound com-
pound. Binding data were cast into the form of a Scatchard
plot [49] of r/Cf versus r, where r is the binding ratio,
Cb/[DNA]t and Cf is the free compound concentration. The
binding constants are (3.17±0.06)×106 M−1, (1.84±0.04)×
106 M−1 for Eu(III) and Sm(III) complex, respectively. This
value is lower than the one reported for Sm(III) complex
[26] (Kb=(3.70±0.47)×10

6 M−1)[26].
After corrections for the differing affinities of Sm(III)

complex with different ligand in [26] and this paper, it
appears from these data that the substitutions of ligand can
affect the binding affinity that complex binds to DNA. This
variation likely reflects the differing ability of these ligands
to stack and overlap well with the base pairs. In this paper,
the -OH of phenyl was substituted by CH3CH2O-. Compared
with the hydrogen, the CH3CH2- is a large group in space,
which is not favorable to corresponding ligand intercalation

Compound Solvent Slit(nm) lmax(nm) Emission Transition

Ex Em Ex Em intensity

Eu (III) complex Methanol 3 3 377 591 3.1 5D0→
7F0

614 7.5 5D0→
7F1

Acetonitrile 3 3 381 592 2.6 5D0→
7F0

615 7.7 5D0→
7F1

DMSO 3 3 395 591 2.2 5D0→
7F0

612 1.4 5D0→
7F1

DMF 3 3 395 590 1.8 5D0→
7F1

614 3.3 5D0→
7F2

Table 4 Fluorescence spectra
data of the Eu(III) complex in
different solutions at room
temperature
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Fig. 3 The fluorescence emission spectrum of the Eu(III) complex in
different solutions (5×10−4 mol/L) at room temperature: 1 methanol, 2
acetonitrile, 3 DMSO, 4 DMF
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with DNA. Hence, it is reasonable to understand why the
complexes show a low magnitude of the red shift in UV-Vis
absorption as well as lower intrinsic binding constants
compared with our previously reported complexes [26].

Viscosity measurements

Photophysical studies have proven quite useful in deter-
mining binding modes of metal complexes to DNA [50],
but not sufficient clues to support a binding mode. The
modes of binding of the complexes were further investi-
gated by hydrodynamic measurements such as viscosity. A
classical intercalation model demands that the DNA helix
lengthens as base pairs are separated to accommodate the
bound ligand, leading to the increase of DNA viscosity. In

contrast, a partial, non-classical intercalation of ligand
could bend (or kink) the DNA helix reduce its effective
length and, concomitantly, its viscosity [51, 52]. As a
means for further clarifying the binding of these com-
pounds with DNA, viscosity studies were carried out. Data
are presented as (η/η0)

1/3 versus R, where R=[Compound]/
[DNA]; ηandη0 are the relative viscosities of DNA in the
presence and absence of compound, respectively. The
relative viscosity values were calculated from the flow
time of DNA-containing solution t and the flow time of
buffer alone t0, using the following Eq. 2 [53]:

h ¼ t � t0 ð2Þ
The results of the viscosity measurements are shown in

Fig. 7. On increasing the amount of Sm(III) and Eu(III)
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complexes, the relative viscosity of DNA increase steadily,
this is similar to our previously reported complexes [26–
29]. The results suggest that complexes may bind to DNA
by intercalation.

Hydroxyl radical scavenging activity

Generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is a normal
process in the life of aerobic organisms. Oxidative damage
to DNA has been suggested to contribute to aging and
various diseases including cancer and chronic inflamma-
tion. Antioxidants are substances that delay or prevent
the oxidation of cellular oxidizable substrates. They exert
their effects by scavenging ROS, activating a battery of
detoxifying proteins, or preventing the generation of ROS
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[54]. So ,it is vital to develop efficient scavengers. Since
among all reactive oxygen species, the hydroxyl radical is
by far the most potent and therefore the most dangerous
oxygen metabolite, elimination of this radical is one of the
major aims of antioxidant administration [55].

The hydroxyl radicals in aqueous media were generated
through the Fenton system. The hydroxyl radical bleached
the safranin, so decreased the absorbance of the reaction
mixture indicating a decrease in hydroxyl radical scaveng-
ing ability. The scavenging ratio for hydroxyl radical was
calculated from the following Eq. 3:

Scavenging effect %ð Þ ¼ Asample � A0

� ��
Acontrol � A0ð Þ � 100

� �

ð3Þ
Where Asample=the absorbance in the presence of the tested
compound; A0=the absorbance in the absence of the tested
compound; Acontrol=the absorbance in the absence of the
tested compound, EDTA-Fe(II) and H2O2.

Figure 8a depicts the inhibitory effect of the complexes
on hydroxyl radial. The inhibitory effect of the complexes
is marked and suppression ratio increases with increasing
concentration in the range of tested concentration. Their
orders of scavenging activities on hydroxyl radicals were:
4>3> 1>2. Moreover, mannitol is a well-known natural
antioxidant, so we also studied the scavenging activity of
mannitol against hydroxyl radical using the same model.
Compared with Fig. 8a, b when arrived at similar suppression
ratio, concentration of the four complexes is far less than
that of mannitol. The results showed that the complexes
have significant antioxidative activity against hydroxyl free
radicals from the Fenton reaction.

Conclusion

In summary, a novel ligand, 6-ethoxy chromone-3-
carbaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone, and its Ln(III) complexes
have been prepared and characterized. Comparing the
luminescence spectra of the Eu(III) and Tb(III) complexes,
we found that the ligand L in Eu(III) complex is more
effective in energy-transfer than in Tb(III) complex that
does not emit its characteristic luminescence. Furthermore,
the DNA-binding properties of the Eu(III) and Sm(III)
complexes were investigated by spectra titration and
viscosity measurements. The two complexes all appear to
intercalate into DNA. The conclusion is based upon the
effects of hypochromism, the increases in emission inten-
sities and the increased degree of viscosity. This work also
find that substituting group in chromone Schiff bases
structure can affect the DNA binding affinity. Furthermore,
the rare earth complexes have active scavenging effect on
hydroxyl radical. Based on those results, one may design

and readily prepare a different repertoire of shapes for
interaction with DNA. The ligand may be varied in a
synthetically convenient fashion to produce a family of
substitutionally inert DNA binding molecules with a range
of ligand functionalities. These and similar complexes may
therefore be useful in many potential practical applications,
like fluorescence mark, fluorescence analysis , nucleic acid
molecular probes and so on .
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